ATMOSPHERIC VENT THRU ROOF

BY-PASS GLOBE VALVE

ATMOSPHERIC VENT (3"

PRESSURE GAUGE

3/4"

DUPLEX PRESSURE MOTIVE PUMPS (CP-1, -2)

NOTE: PROVIDED BY PUMP MFR.

1" VENT (ALSO TYP, EA. PUMP)

2" SPARE

3" MPC

1-1/2" LPC

48" L x 12" DIA. SCHED. 80 PIPE SPOOL W/ CAPPED ENDS AND CONNECTIONS AS INDICATED

3" (TYP OF 2)

DUPLICITY PRESSURE MOTIVE PUMPS (CP-1, -2)

* SIGHT GLASS

* MOUNTING SKID

4" CONCRETE HOUSEKEEPING PAD

FINISHED FLOOR

NOTE: RECEIVER SHALL BE MOUNTED TO ALLOW MIN. 12" FILL HEAD. LOCATE RECEIVER VENT CONNECTION AT OPPOSITE END FROM CONDENSATE INLETS.